WHITEPAPER:

Establishing Your
Demand Funnel
Having a Process from Click to Close

In theory, marketing and sales departments work together
harmoniously to bring every qualified sale through their sales
process, from lead to prospect to customer. However, all too
often these two departments find a disconnect between their
efforts – namely in the hand off from the lead via marketing
efforts to prospective customer via sales efforts. But therein
lies the essential problem – the simple idea that each
department has an independent process rather than control
of various stages in a single, integrated process. This inevitably
creates a gap that could easily be bridged by a basic shift
in operations: creating a demand funnel.
What is a Demand Funnel?

A demand funnel is the process of qualifying and nurturing prospective customers
from first interaction to closing as a customer. It means funneling each individual lead
through from their first click – and their 50th click – and ensuring a seamless process
throughout. It eliminates the gap between marketing and sales by aligning their
efforts into a single, unified process.
Establishing your demand funnel means creating a systematic framework to define
and develop all stages of the process to create a comprehensive model to guide
all future marketing and sales efforts. A successful demand funnel will eliminate
the potential for wasted effort, reduce the friction between marketing and sales
departments and prioritize prospective customers to maximize results. But setting
up your demand funnel correctly relies on a thorough process from click to close.

Funnel Stage

Primary
Owner

Inquiry

Marketing

A respondent to a marketing campaign who does not yet meet minimum
qualification/behavior criteria.

Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL)

Marketing

An inquiry who meets the minimum fit criteria and has displayed enough interest
to be handed off to sales.

Sales Accepted Lead (SAL)

Sale

A MQL that has been accepted by sales for further qualification to determine
pipeline-readiness.

Sales Qualified Lead (SQL)

Sale

A SAL that has progressed to an opportunity and is now committed to pipeline.

Closed Won

Sale

An opportunity that concluded as a closed won deal.

Sample Definition
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How to Establish Your Demand Funnel

DemandGen perfected setting up demand funnels for B2B companies by adhering
to a very specific stage-based model to develop the framework of any demand
funnel. To align marketing and sales groups, each department “owns” specific stages
of the funnel, establishing responsibility and ownership at every step. The stages are:
1. Inquiry - This stage is owned by marketing and represents all potential leads
that have not yet been identified as meeting required criteria to be considered
a qualified lead.
2. Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL) - This stage is also owned by marketing
but leads in this stage have met qualifications and requirements to justify
acknowledgement by the sales team. This stage will have incorporated
lead scoring to qualify and define the priority level to sales.
3. Sales Accepted Lead (SAL) - This stage is where the sales department takes
over and all leads in the SAL stage will represent MQLs that sales has
accepted as ready for the sales cycle.
4. Sales Qualified Lead (SQL) - Leads entering this stage are formally ready
to be considered an opportunity and be lead by the sales team through
the remainder of their engagement.
5. Closed Won - Simply, you just closed another customer. Everyone’s
favorite stage.
Of course, all of these stages are great – but without a process for managing leads
throughout their journey, both departments likely won’t get too far. To ensure your
demand funnel works as intended, you need to establish procedures for every
possible interaction.

The Process from Click to Close

Lead Scoring: Learn it, Love it, Do it
Every inquiry to your website will need to receive a lead score. A lead score is
a dynamic generation of a priority and quality ranking based on engagement
type and profile criteria. Not all leads are created equal and the beginning of your
process will serve to sort leads into categories, defining what leads will receive as
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follow-up and whether they should be handed to Sales, receive additional follow-up
or be disqualified as prospects.
Develop a matrix that defines the criteria for different types of engagements on your
website. You may include options to download a free eBook, watch a webinar about
your product, request a demo or use a quote calculator. Each of these conversion
points may have higher or lower priority. A prospect requesting a demo is likely
more engaged than a lead who simply downloaded a free guide. A visitor using
a compare products tool may be much further along in the buying process than
a visitor who signed up for a monthly newsletter. Each of these interactions should
have a predetermined value and the sum of any lead’s engagement with your site
should be reflected in the quality score assigned. Additionally, personal and demographic criteria should also factor into the lead scoring – this means taking into
account basic qualifying criteria such as age, profession or location – as it matters to your
business. If your products cannot be sold overseas, an inquiry from another country may
be automatically disqualified even if their engagement indicated high priority.
Every click needs to be measured, qualified and sorted to help identify the appropriate next step in your process.
Content Delivery: The Right Time, Every Time				
The next step in the process is establishing what to deliver as a follow-up to each type
of new inquiry. Marketing automation is a big component in the successful delivery
of content since lead nurturing will help funnel inquiries through to the MQL and
SAL stages based on identified interests. Measuring interest level and then aligning
specific content with each point is critical. Automated processes will help keep
everything orderly. This is especially important if your demand funnel is managing
a high volume of leads. Accurate content delivery depends on two important
pieces: a sufficient inventory of varied content types and the ability to target and
deliver based on interaction and interest. For the first part, marketing is tasked with
developing content to address all potential interests and needs across varying
mediums. To cover every interest level, your content will likely require:
• White papers and guides
• Solutions overviews
• Online demos
• Customer testimonials and case studies
• Pricing matrices and product comparisons/selectors
• ROI and quote calculators
• Service guides and FAQs
Integrating lead scoring and lead nurturing is the next step. The last thing anyone
wants is to find out that inquiries at different interest levels are receiving the same
follow-up — it is not only a waste of time and effort, but it also wastes leads! Setting
up the right targeting and delivery will ultimately ensure your lead nurturing process
moves as many qualified leads as possible from click to close.
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Integrated Lead Scoring and Lead Nurturing					
You likely recognize that a high-priority, highly-scored lead needs an entirely different
nurturing process than a low-scoring inquiry. Therefore, integrating individual lead
scores and specific interactions with tailored, unique follow-up will enable higher
conversion rates at every stage. Outline each potential interaction and align it with
the appropriate follow-up. This will help automate the qualification process as well,
since lead engagement will help signal buying factors along the journey.
For example, an inquiry with a high lead score that engages with follow-up
content – perhaps they viewed an online demo and then proceeded to review the
product comparison guide you provided as follow-up – may signal an immediate
interest in decision making. By integrating the lead score and specific activity
with a targeted, lead nurturing campaign, marketing and sales departments have
a high degree of certainty in advancing the prospect to a later stage for follow up.

Rinse, Recycle, Repeat 							
Of course, only in a perfect world does every lead progress in a linear fashion
through your demand funnel. Even the best marketing and sales departments have
leads that simply aren’t ready to close. Having the right process in place will help
manage these leads so they don’t slip through the cracks when they are ready
to close as customers.
In the demand funnel, these leads become part of the Recycle stage. They aren’t
disqualified but they aren’t ready to be in the stage they’ve reached, such as SQL.
For SQL leads that are qualified but can’t close at the time, using a Recycle stage
helps maintain lead nurturing until they are ready to advance to a later stage.
This means creating follow-up content and touch points to keep your Recycled
leads engaged with your brand but alleviating the responsibility of follow-up from
the sales department. Keeping your process ready for any and all divergent leads
will help keep your demand funnel clean and processing inquiries smoothly.
Measuring Your Demand Funnel’s Success
Conversion rates at different stages will gauge whether your demand funnel is
operating as intended. Utilizing dashboards to monitor activity and performance
at every stage will enable both marketing and sales to evaluate the performance
of lead scoring, lead nurturing and transition through stages so that tweaks and
adjustments can be made as indicated by data. Make sure to set up your dashboard
so that they cover every interaction and content piece – otherwise you could be
missing out on important insights.
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